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1 Project Overview

The main goal of this project was efficient distributed parallel and workstation cluster implementations of Newton-Krylov-Schwarz (NKS) solvers for implicit CFD. "Newton" refers to a quadratically convergent nonlinear iteration using gradient information based on the true residual, "Krylov" to an inner linear iteration that accesses the Jacobian matrix only through highly parallelizable sparse matrix-vector products, and "Schwarz" to a domain decomposition form of preconditioning the inner Krylov iterations with primarily neighbor-only exchange of data between the processors. Prior experience has established that Newton-Krylov methods are competitive solvers in the CFD context and that Krylov-Schwarz methods port well to distributed memory computers. The combination of the techniques into Newton-Krylov-Schwarz was implemented on 2D and 3D unstructured Euler codes on the parallel testbeds that used to be at LaRC and on several other parallel computers operated by other agencies or made available by the vendors. Early implementations were made directly in MPI with parallel solvers we adapted from legacy NASA codes and enhanced for full NKS functionality. Later implementations were made in the framework of the PETSc library from Argonne National Laboratory, which now includes pseudo-transient continuation Newton-Krylov-Schwarz solver capability (as a result of demands we made upon PETSc during our early porting experiences).

A secondary project pursued with funding from this contract was parallel implicit solvers in acoustics, specifically in the Helmholtz formulation. A 2D acoustic inverse problem has been solved in parallel within the PETSc framework.
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2 Papers and Book Chapters Supported In Part by the Contract

Details on the specifics of the research accomplished under partial sponsorship of this contract have been widely published, including in the following archival publications, listed in reverse chronological order. (The first four of these are available on the WWW in advance of publication.)


3 Presentations Crediting NASA Support

Results from the project have been featured, with credits to NASA, in presentations at the following conferences and workshops, as well as in NASA Langley presentations and many departmental seminars:


2. Workshop in Honor of Professor V. S. Ryaben’kii, ICOSAHOM’98, Tel Aviv, Israel, June 1998.


15. Workshop on Iterative Methods, International Linear Algebra Year, CERFACS, Toulouse, France, June 1996.


19. ICIAM '95, Hamburg, Germany, July 1995.


4 Personnel Supported by the Contract

1. Satish Balay, M.S. in Computer Science, 1995, Old Dominion University

2. Kumar Kareti, M.S. in Computer Science, 1995, Old Dominion University

3. Dinesh Kaushik, currently Ph.D. candidate

4. Jay Morris, currently Ph.D. candidate

5. Yunhai Wu, post-doctoral fellow in Computer Science, Old Dominion University

5 Project Highlight

The project has demonstrated the feasibility of scaling important implicit external aerodynamics problems to the thousand-processor regime, permitting large grids (in the millions of vertices) to be employed in structured and unstructured discretizations, in incompressible and compressible regimes.

A recently achieved "high water mark" stemming from the algorithmic and software efforts undertaken under this contract is presented in histogram form.
below. The performance data is for steady incompressible Euler flow over an ONERA M6 Wing, converged ten orders of magnitude in residual norm from a uniform initial field, on a tetrahedral grid of 2,761,744 vertices, based on a KMeTIS-PETSc implementation of NASA code FUN3D run on up to 1024 processors of a 600 MHz T3E made available courtesy of SGI-Cray. The implementation was principally performed by Dinesh Kaushik, an ODU doctoral candidate supported in part by this grant, under the guidance of David Keyes of ODU and ICASE and Barry Smith of Argonne National Laboratory.

The fixed-problem-size scaling study shows reductions in wallclock execution time that closely follow the number of vertices per processor, as processors are varied from 128 in number to 1024. The lower end of the range is limited by per-node memory capacity; the upper end is not intrinsically limited, but marginal efficiency is beginning to be defeated by subdomain surface-to-volume ratio.

The middle row of figures shows that the computational rate per processor remains nearly level as problem size per processor varies over a range of 8.
Therefore the aggregate computational grows rate nearly linearly in processor number, to nearly 80 Gflop/s.

The bottom row shows that there is only a small degradation in convergence rate as the number of processors is increased and the Schwarz preconditioner is divided into finer diagonal blocks. The final figure shows implementation efficiency (speedup per processor on a per-iteration basis) in excess of 80% over a range of 8-fold in processor number.

6 Leveraged Activities

The research undertaken pursuant to this contract has been aided by the following other grants and contracts awarded to the same principal investigator at Old Dominion University. The process of obtaining some of these other grants was significantly enhanced by the credibility of the original contract from NASA, which predated all of them. Hence, the funds from NASA were effectively employed as seed funds to accomplish work of importance to NASA, as well as to three other federal agencies.


